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Abstract: Electrochemiluminescence (ECL) is an electrochemically induced light produced by the
excitation of luminophores in redox reactions. For the past twenty years, ECL analysis has been
continuously developed and applied for the sensitive detection of biomolecules at the single-cell
level due to its low background interference and the resultant high sensitivity. In recent times,
ECL-based microscopy has combined the elements of imaging and has thus emerged as a fast-
developed imaging tool to visualize biomolecules in single cells. The surface-confined features of
ECL imaging provide detailed information about cell membranes that is not easily obtained using
classical fluorescence microscopy. In this review, we summarize the recent works on the detection and
imaging of biomolecules at the single-cell level using ECL and discuss the development prospects
and challenges in the biological application of this technology in the field of cell analysis.

Keywords: electrochemiluminescence; detection and imaging; single-cell analysis; biomolecules;
high sensitivity

1. Introduction

Electrochemiluminescence (ECL) is a kind of light emission triggered by electrochemi-
cal stimulation. Under the action of voltage, the luminophore near the electrode surface
undergoes an electrochemical oxidation reaction and forms the corresponding reaction
intermediates. After a subsequent chemical reaction, the intermediates are transformed
into the luminescent excited state, which emits luminescence while returning to the ground
state [1–4]. This ECL phenomenon was first observed in Grignard compounds in a high-
electric-field experiment conducted by Dufford in 1927 [5]. The next year, Harvey et al.
reported the chemiluminescence of luminol under electrolytic conditions [6]. Although
much evidence on the ECL phenomenon was revealed in the following years, the first
detailed report on ECL was presented by Hercules and Bard in the mid-1960s, which
greatly advanced the development of ECL-related studies [7,8]. In the following 50 years,
extensive research established ECL-based technology as an effective analytical method,
whose applications range from immunoassays, environmental detection, and bioanalysis
to commercial clinical diagnosis [9–17].

As a delicate combination of optical and electrochemical methods, ECL inputs the elec-
trical signals into an optical reader, avoiding the interference of charging and discharging
currents that occurred in the traditional electrochemical measurement. More importantly,
ECL completes the measurement without the need for excitation light, and hence, the influ-
ence of background light during the measurement is removed. Therefore, compared with
fluorescence and other optical methods, ECL has the advantage of a near-zero background
that significantly improves the detection sensitivity [1,18–23]. In addition, the intermedi-
ates involved in the ECL high-energy electron transfer reaction are controlled by electrical
signals and confined near to the electrode surface. The surface-confined feature allows
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for the precise modulation of the ECL duration and location with high spatiotemporal
resolution. The integration of high-resolution imaging components enables ECL imaging
technology to visualize the spatial distribution and quantitative information of molecules.
Thus, ECL-based analysis exhibits significant characteristics, such as high sensitivity, strong
versatility, and low detection cost, and becomes a dominant method in clinical tests.

In addition to ECL measurements of molecules in biofluids (e.g., serum and urine)
and environmental samples, the application of ECL analysis has been recently expanded to
cellular analysis, even at the single-cell level. The cell is the most basic unit of life and is the
place where many biochemical reactions and physiological activities take place. Evidence
has revealed that under the same physiological conditions, the same type of cells exhibit
significant heterogeneity. For example, when cells are exposed to external stimuli or are
in a state of disease, distinct differences in the expression of biomolecules within cells
are observed, contributing to different cell fates [24–27]. Traditional analytical methods
could only provide limited data about the cellular population, which masks these cellular
heterogeneities, and thus, much important biological information is lost. Considering the
low abundance of biomolecules in one cell, development of an accurate and highly sensitive
detection tool to measure biomolecules at the single-cell level is urgently needed. The
realization of single-cell analysis is not only a necessary means to prove cell heterogeneity,
but it is also an effective way to extensively study the relationship among various molecules
and their related signaling pathways in individual cells [28–33].

In view of the shortcomings of the current methods for single-cell analysis, the appli-
cation of ECL-based analysis with low background, high sensitivity, and strong versatility
is particularly promising (Table 1). Over the past 20 years, researchers have successfully
established various ECL assays to measure and image many important biomolecules inside
single living cells and at the sub-cellular structures. Although many reviews have summa-
rized the studies on single-cell ECL imaging [34–42], most of them only list the advantages
of ECL imaging application as a whole, and seldom illustrate the entire procedure, ranging
from the measurements to the imaging processes. Also, the most recent breakthrough
in single-molecule ECL imaging in single living cells is not included in these reviews,
which is now considered as the most important direction in this field. In this review, we
comprehensively introduce the development of single-cell ECL measurement and imaging,
and emphasize the recent important progress in this field. Finally, the existing challenges
and future prospects of ECL imaging in single-cell analysis ae discussed.

Table 1. The advantages and disadvantages of single-cell ECL and fluorescence analysis.

Method Advantages Disadvantages

ECL

High sensitivity
Low background emission

Restricted information on the
cell-based membrane

Restricted on the electrode surface
Weak luminescence intensity

Low spatial–temporal resolution

Fluorescence
Strong fluorescence emission

High spatial–temporal resolution
Excellent biocompatibility

High background noise
Fluorescence quenching

2. ECL Measurement of Biomolecules at the Single-Cell Level

The first single-cell ECL measurement was reported by our group in 2013, which
was used to measure active cholesterol in the plasma membrane [43]. The ECL detection
strategy relies on the classic luminol-hydrogen peroxide ECL system, including the reaction
between active cholesterol in the cellular membrane and cholesterol oxidase in the solution
to generate hydrogen peroxide, and the following electrochemical reaction between luminol
in the solution and hydrogen peroxide to emit ECL (Figure 1a). To realize single-cell analysis
via ECL measurement, one pinhole (i.d. 100 µm) was added between an indium tin oxide
(ITO) slide and a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The cells were then cultured on the ITO slide
with a low density, and so only one cell was exposed to PMT. The increase in ECL intensity
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at a single-cell level was observed for the first time upon the addition of cholesterol oxidase,
demonstrating the feasibility of detecting active membrane cholesterol in single living cells
using ECL. Following the activation of inactive cholesterol at the plasma membrane, the
ratio of the active and inactive membrane cholesterol at the single cell was obtained using
the ECL measurement.
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Considering that the reaction of cholesterol oxidase with membrane cholesterol does
not cause the destruction of the cell membrane structure, this strategy can be further applied
to analyze other biomolecules in the plasma membrane. For example, co-quantifying
membrane cholesterol and lipids at the single cell level is important for understanding
lipid interactions. However, due to the difficulty in synthesizing highly fluorescent probes
that specifically bind to the desired lipid, this study cannot be easily addressed using
fluorescence imaging. In 2019, our group introduced an enzyme cocktail consisting of
sphingomyelinase, alkaline phosphatase, and choline oxidase after the ECL measurement
of membrane cholesterol. This enzyme cocktail can react with membrane sphingomyelin
(SM) to produce hydrogen peroxide for ECL detection (Figure 1b) [44]. The strategy allows
for the simultaneous determination of membrane cholesterol and SM in a single cell. This
strategy was used to gather fluctuation information about SM and cholesterol during
SM-depletion-induced cholesterol efflux. The data obtained from this strategy could help
resolve the debate surrounding the ABC transporter’s role in cholesterol efflux.

Since the concentration of most biomolecules in a single cell is low, amplifying the
ECL signal to increase detection sensitivity is critical for the further application of this
method in single-cell analysis. To achieve this, Yang et al. assembled solid zinc co-adsorbed
carbon quantum dot (ZnCQDs) nanocomposites using gold nanoparticles and carboxyl
functionalized magnetic beads as carriers. The introduction of gold nanoparticles provides a
general strategy to enhance the electron-transfer process during the ECL reaction, resulting
in a 120-fold increase in ECL compared to that of CQDs [45]. Then, the hyaluronic acid (HA)
was functionalized on solid-state probes to enable the specific capture of single cells through
the recognition of HA with CD44 on the cell surface. Additionally, the usage of Cu2+ ions as
a bridge to connect gold nanoparticles and lead-adsorbed carbon quantum dots (PbCQDs)
was reported to increase the ECL strength by 37.5 ± 3.9% [46]. Continuously incorporating
new voltage modes and synthesizing highly luminescent ECL probes should be an effective
strategy to increase the intensity and stability of ECL. This strategy is being pursued by
many research groups [47–59]. These advancements will further advance single-cell ECL
measurement in biological studies and potentially even in clinical tests in the near future.

3. ECL Imaging of Biomolecules at the Single-Cell Level

Intensity-based ECL measurement can provide information about single cells with a
low detection limit. However, this measurement method does not provide spatial infor-
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mation within a single cell. Therefore, in order to achieve spatial studies of single cells for
biological applications, the development of ECL imaging methods specifically designed for
single cells is necessary [60,61]. At the end of the last century, researchers began developing
ECL imaging techniques, which have been continuously improved over time [62–67]. In
2011, Su et al. made improvements to the ECL imaging setup and designed both negative
and positive operation methods to selectively control ECL generation on the electrode sur-
face space [68]. The power of ECL imaging in spatially studying fine features on electrodes
was demonstrated by providing high-quality ECL imaging of fingerprints, which was
previously unprecedented. In the following years, many research groups have continued to
improve the setup of ECL microscopy and the voltage mode to enhance the generation and
collection efficiency of ECL emission. Currently, widely used ECL microscopy typically
consists of an electrochemical cell, a voltage generator, and a microscope equipped with an
electron-multiplying CCD (EMCCD). During the ECL imaging process, the external light
source is turned off, and a corresponding voltage is applied at the working electrode to
initiate the ECL reaction. The ECL imaging of small molecules, membrane proteins, and
intracellular molecules at single cells is summarized and listed in Table 2.

3.1. Imaging of Small Molecules at the Single-Cell Level

Small molecules play important roles in regulating cellular activities and imaging them
can provide valuable information about cellular processes [69]. However, imaging small
molecules inside cells is challenging due to the lack of specific probes for binding these
molecules. A potential strategy to visualize small molecules at the single-cell level is the
utilization of a luminol-based ECL assay. This assay relies on the reaction of oxidase with
the corresponding small molecule to generate hydrogen peroxide, which then reacts with
luminol to emit ECL. In 2015, our team reported the first ECL image of hydrogen peroxide
and cholesterol at single living cells. To overcome the information of an inert layer on the
electrode during the continuous application of a high positive potential, a voltage switching
strategy between 1.0 and −1.0 V was employed. This strategy switching generated more
ECL emission and improved the imaging process. In the presence of hydrogen peroxide
released or generated from the cellular membrane, it electrochemically reacts with a small
amount of L012 (a luminol analog with higher luminescence) beneath the cell to generate
ECL. After subtracting the background intensity that was observed at the cell, a higher ECL
intensity was observed at the cell, with a spatial resolution of 0.8 µm, which revealed the
distribution of hydrogen peroxide efflux and active membrane cholesterol (Figure 2a) [70].
The results demonstrate that ECL can be a new tool for single-cell electrochemical imaging,
offering advantages such as high spatiotemporal resolution (compared to scanning elec-
trochemical microscopy), low background, and flexibility in electrode type (compared to
surface-plasmon-resonance-based electrochemical imaging techniques).

Despite the advances in ECL imaging, this new strategy still faces several chal-
lenges. These challenges include improving the spatial resolution, directly visualizing
small molecules, reducing the applied voltage, and achieving stable ECL intensity. Regard-
ing spatial resolution, the initial approach using aqueous luminol to react with hydrogen
peroxide leads to the diffusion of these species in the solution, resulting in poor spatial
resolution. To improve the spatial resolution, Su’s group prepared an ECL nanocage array
(ENA) consisting of vertically aligned silica nanoporous films (SNMs). This nanocage array
only allowed small-sized coreactants or substances to enter, thereby generating or affecting
ECL signals while minimizing lateral diffusion of ECL under the cell. As a result, vertically
aligned microtube electrode ensembles were used to achieve highly spatial single-cell
ECL imaging, revealing the subcellular heterogeneity of hydrogen peroxide efflux from
individual cells [71,72].

Another challenge in the initial ECL imaging strategy is that the ECL emission origi-
nates from the reaction between L012 and hydrogen peroxide beneath the cell. The close
adherence of the cell to the surface support results in a small amount of L012 under the
cell, which generates less ECL intensity compared to the surrounding region with a bare
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electrode surface. As a result, the cell appears black throughout the imaging process,
which does not allow for the direct imaging of small molecules within the cell. To solve
this problem, Zhu’s group added a porous chitosan layer on the electrode to culture and
image the cell [73]. Sufficient ECL reagent is retained under the cell, providing strong ECL
emission in the image (Figure 2b). The direct visualization of hydrogen peroxide or some
other small molecules facilitates the investigation of their distributions in single living cells.

During cellular analysis, it is important to minimize the stimulation of the cell by
applying the lowest possible voltage. However, the voltage required to initiate the ECL
process between L012 and hydrogen peroxide is set at 1.0 V, which is too high. To minimize
this interruption, single lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4, LFP) nanoparticles were modified
on the electrode. Under a certain voltage, lithium ions from single LFP particles could
be de-intercalated and then inserted into ITO to form LiSnO2. This process promotes the
electrochemical oxidation of L012, allowing for visualization of the efflux of hydrogen
peroxide from single living cells at a voltage as low as 0.5 V [74]. Decreasing the applied
voltage in single-cell ECL imaging maximizes cellular activity and provides information
that closely resembles the real cellular situation.

Meanwhile, small molecules move quickly within cells to regulate cellular activity. To
achieve dynamic observation of small molecules in living cells, it is important to obtain
stable ECL emission over a certain time period. To achieve this, Zhu and our groups chose
single semiconductor titanium dioxide (TiO2) nanoparticles (Figure 2c). These nanopar-
ticles have oxygen vacancies on their surface, which have a high affinity for hydrogen
peroxides and resist passivation under voltage [75]. Therefore, the continuous electrochem-
ical generation of superoxide and hydroxyl radicals by electrons and surface-trapped holes
at the nanoparticles was achieved, resulting in constant ECL under physiological conditions
for 90 min. This steady-state luminescence allows for electrochemical visualization of the
efflux burst of hydrogen peroxide from single cells, which is not easily achieved with
other electrochemical microscopies. The dynamic changes of small molecules are closely
related to cellular life activities. Hiramoto’s group used the strategy of sequential potential
to achieve ECL imaging of cell respiration [76]. The oxygen consumption of cells was
dynamically visualized by inhibiting ECL through oxygen consumption in cell respiration,
confirming the respiratory activities of cells. The result can distinguish the differences in
respiratory activities of different globular cells and enable the visualization of dynamic
changes in cell respiratory activities.
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In addition to spatial imaging of small molecules in single living cells, high-throughput
single-cell analysis is also an important direction in this field, as it provides statistical infor-
mation to uncover cellular processes. Microwell array electrodes, which offer integration,
miniaturization, and high analysis throughput, have been developed and applied in this
study. On the ITO electrode, 30 µm sized microwells were fabricated to isolate single
cells in individual microwells. By employing an oxidase-based assay strategy to convert
the corresponding small molecule into hydrogen peroxide, the unique structure of the
microwell slows down the diffusion of hydrogen peroxide away from the microwell. Con-
sequently, the L012-hydrogen peroxide ECL reaction was performed to obtain quantitative
information about small molecules in single cells. By including multiple microwell-cells in
the microscopic field, small molecules from these 64 cells were analyzed using a single ECL
image, significantly enhancing the analysis throughput [77] (Figure 2d). To increase the
loading and measurement efficiency of single cells into the microwells, Ju et al. combined
the advantages of microfluidic technology with ECL imaging to develop a quantitative
detection ECL imaging microarray chip. In this method, a single or several cells were
captured, and the released secretions were confined to the individual microwell to identify
the corresponding ECL probe. As a result, the amount of dopamine release in different
microwells was evaluated, providing a general strategy for the quantitative detection of
single cell secretions [78].

3.2. ECL Imaging of Membrane Proteins

Membrane proteins are important components of the cellular plasma membrane and
play a fundamental role in the functioning of biological cells. They are also targets for
antibodies in immunoassays and immunohistochemistry [79]. Currently, the imaging
of membrane proteins often involves labeling them with fluorescent tags attached on
antibodies that specifically recognize the proteins [80–82]. However, this approach can
be limited by autofluorescence and high-power laser irradiation, which generate high
optical background signals that can affect imaging accuracy. To address this issue, the
use of ECL technology, which offers a zero-background feature, has been explored as
an alternative method for visualizing membrane proteins at the single-cell level with
high sensitivity [83–86]. In this approach, the antibody is linked to an ECL tag, such as
Ru(bpy)3

2+, to enable ECL imaging. The ECL mechanism of the Ru(bpy)3
2+/TPrA system

is illustrated as follows:
TPrA − e− → TPrA·+ (1)

TPrA·+ 
 TPrA· + H+ (2)

TPrA· + [Ru(bpy)3]2+ → P1 + [Ru(bpy)3]+ (3)

TPrA·+ + [Ru(bpy)3]+ → TPrA + [Ru(bpy)3]2+* (4)

[Ru(bpy)3]2+*→ [Ru(bpy)3]2+ + hν (5)

In 2017, Sojic’s group reported the development of an ECL-based surface-restricted
microscope for spatially resolved single-cell ECL imaging [87]. They utilized disposable
inkjet-printed carbon nanotube electrodes to culture individual cells and labeled membrane
proteins with Ru(bpy)3

2+ through a biotin-streptavidin linkage. To facilitate sufficient redox
reactions for the visual ECL signal, TPrA was introduced into the medium as an oxidative-
reductive coreactant. The imaging process is believed to involve a heterogeneous ECL
mechanism, where only TPrA undergoes direct oxidation on the electrode surface, followed
by deprotonation to form the TPrA radical. This radical species plays a vital role in the gen-
eration of excited state Ru(bpy)3

2+*, ultimately leading to the in situ generation of protons
on the membrane protein (Figure 3a). Later, Sojic’s group conducted further research on the
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vertical resolution of single-cell ECL imaging in both reflection and transmission configura-
tions, which expanded the applications of ECL as a surface-confined microscope [88]. The
results demonstrated that the ECL process involves short-lived electrogenerated radicals,
leading to the emission confined to the immediate proximity (~500 nm) of the electrode
surface. As a result, only the basal membrane of the cell exhibits luminescent characteristics
in the ECL image. Such fine details observed in the ECL image cannot be resolved using
conventional fluorescence microscopy techniques.

Surface-limited ECL microscopy offers the advantage of providing detailed informa-
tion about cell membranes and the spatial extension of cells, surpassing the capabilities
of conventional wide-field fluorescence microscopy. However, the ECL emission from
the luminophore is typically weak, and the continuous imaging process can result in a
significant loss of ECL intensity. These limitations make it challenging to visualize single
biomolecules, particularly in live cells. To address this issue, the development of novel
ECL emitters with high ECL intensity is critical. In 2021, Liu, Sojic, and our groups uti-
lized Ru(bpy)3

2+-doped silica/gold nanoparticles (RuDSNs/AuNPs) as both the protein
tag and ECL nanoemitter [89]. The local surface confinement effect leads to a notable
enhancement in ECL at the nanoemitter, facilitating the visualization of individual proteins
on the electrode surface and cell membrane (Figure 3b). To gain a deeper understanding
of nanoconfinement and mass transport in single-molecule ECL imaging, Liu’s group
developed a nanoreactor using Ru(bpy)3

2+-doped nanoporous zeolite nanoparticles. This
allowed for direct visualization of in situ-nanoconfinement-enhanced electrochemical reac-
tions at the single molecule level. This research helped establish the relationship between
the design of porous electrochemical materials and their nanoconfinement performance in
single cell ECL imaging [90]. Additionally, by leveraging the nanoconfinement effect and
high reaction activity within metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), Ru(bpy)3

2+-embedded
MOF complex (RuMOFs) were designed. These complexes exhibited a bright and consistent
ECL emission for up to 1 h, enabling the in operando visualization of protein movements
at the cellular membrane [91]. Compared to fluorescence observation, the near-zero ECL
background surrounding the target protein with the ECL emitter provided better contrast
for dynamic imaging of discrete protein distribution and movement. This advancement
has the potential to greatly advance the field of single-cell protein imaging.

In the above work, TPrA acts as the coreactant that is toxic for the cells. To achieve a
more biocompatible single-cell ECL co-reactant, Liu’s group developed a closed bipolar-
electrode-based simple electrochemical luminescence (BPEs-ECL) imaging strategy. They
used heterogeneous Ru(bpy)3

2+@SiO2/Au nanoparticles as functional nanoprobes, and
successfully achieved the first wireless, sensitive visual immunoassay of single-cell prostate-
specific antigen (PSA) through multiple amplification strategies [92]. In recent years, Zhu’s
group prepared a guanine-rich single-stranded DNA (G-ssDNA)-loaded high-index multi-
planar gold nanoflower (Hi-AuNF) as the co-reactant of Ru(bpy)3

2+. G-ssDNA, serving as a
highly efficient and biocompatible coreactant, could accelerate the electrochemical catalytic
pathway from Ru(bpy)3

3+ to Ru(bpy)3
2+*, and stabilize Hi-AuNF with a relatively sturdy

Au-S bond. As a result, this assembly increases the loading capacity of G-ssDNA and
promotes the enhancement of the ECL signal of Ru(bpy)3

2+ for better ECL visualization of
carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) at cell membranes [93]. To further reduce cytotoxicity and
improve ECL imaging intensity, Ju’s group designed tertiary amine-conjugated polymer
dots (TEA-Pdots) as a novel coreactant-embedded ECL tag at the protein. This design uti-
lizes the superstructure and intramolecular electron transfer inside the probe to emit strong
ECL without the coreactant, enabling the in situ imaging of membrane proteins at single
cells without additional permeable treatment for transporting the coreactant [94]. This
further development of the highly luminescent probe with the biocompatible coreactant
or without the coreactant will be an important direction to better fit single-cell analysis in
biological studies.

In addition to the labeling strategy mentioned earlier, our group has reported a
capacitance imaging method based on ECL to visualize proteins on the cell membrane
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without the need for tagging the ECL probe to the antibodies [95]. This method relies
on the reduction in local capacitance when the antibody binds to the membrane protein,
leading to an increase in double-layer potential at the binding site. As the ECL intensity
is strongly influenced by the double-layer potential, the binding of the protein–antibody
complex enhances the ECL signal, enabling the visualization of the location of the target
membrane protein (Figure 3c). This strategy utilizes the ECL reaction from the reagents
in the solution and offers the advantages of label-free detection, simple setup, and high
sensitivity. Additionally, Sojic’s group has developed a label-free shadow ECL (SECL)
microscopy technique that confines the ECL emission layer spatially, allowing for the
imaging of subcellular organelles and single cells on the electrode surface. By exploiting
the local hindrance of ECL reagents by each mitochondrion, SECL enables the detection of
mitochondria that are challenging to detect using traditional biomarkers [96]. Moreover,
SECL achieves sharp negative contrast imaging at concentrations orders of magnitude
lower than conventional methods, offering enhanced sensitivity and the potential for
the imaging at the single molecule level. Currently, a bimodal and bicolor approach has
been introduced in ECL microscopy, enabling the simultaneous recording of positive ECL
(PECL) and SECL images of single cells [97] (Figure 3d). These advancements suggest the
feasibility of development high-sensitivity, label-free ECL imaging at the single-cell level,
which represents an important direction in this study.
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ical luminescence (ECL), imaging the ECL of the plasma membrane of a single cell at the interface
of an electrode [87]. Copyright 2017 J Am Chem Soc. (b) Schematic diagram of Ru(bpy)3

2+-doped
silica/gold nanoparticles (RuDSNs/AuNPs) used as ECL nanoemitters to image individual proteins
on the electrode surface and cell membrane [89]. Copyright 2021 J Am Chem Soc. (c) Schematic dia-
gram of capacitance microscope based on ECL [95]. Copyright 2019 J Am Chem Soc. (d) Multimodal
imaging of cells fixed on a glassy carbon electrode (GCE) and imaging of the same CHO-K1 cell by
PL, PECL, and SECL [97]. Copyright 2023 Anal Chem.

Cell–matrix adhesions play essential roles in the binding interactions between cells
and the extracellular matrix, as well as in various biological processes. Su’s group utilized
ECL microscopy for label-free imaging of cell–matrix adhesions and further investigated
the migration tendencies of cells during collective migration. Their strategy involved using
a modified indium tin oxide electrode as the substrate, with a silica nanochannel membrane
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that enhanced the ECL emission from freely diffusing luminophores. This enhancement
provided a distinct visual contrast and non-contacted domains, enabling label-free imag-
ing of cell–matrix adhesions [98]. They further modulated the ECL reaction pathway by
adjusting the concentrations of luminophores and/or co-reactants to sequentially image
cell–matrix and cell–cell connections at the bottom and near the top surface of the cells.
This approach provided an opportunity for developing spatially selective micro-imaging
strategies [99]. Recently, they successfully imaged cell–matrix adhesions and collective cell
migration by introducing microgrooved electrodes and surface-sensitive ECL microscopy
in the system (electrochemiluminescence imaging of cellular contact guidance on micro-
fabricated substrates). Additionally, Xia’s group proposed a label-free, rapid method for
imaging single-cell electrochemiluminescence using a bipolar nanoelectrode array. By
utilizing a closed bipolar electrochemical system with a single-sided platinum-coated gold
nanoelectrode array, they employed the dynamic concentration gradient of oxygen as an
electroactive probe. This approach achieved label-free, rapid, and positive ECL imaging of
single cells, allowing visualization of the local adhesion strength of individual cells [100].

Zhu’s group have developed a new dual ECL signaling system for evaluating cell sur-
face receptors and analyzing disease cells at the single-cell level. In this strategy, two ECL
probes, Au@L012 and g-C3N4, were used to specifically bind to epidermal growth factor
(EGFR) and phosphatidylserine (PS) on the cell surface. By scanning the potential, two dis-
tinct ECL signals were observed, and the apoptosis rate of normal and cancer cell samples
was visualized using ECL microscopy [101]. To enhance the ECL signal future, Ru(bpy)3

2+

was used as the luminophore and nitrogen-doped carbon dots (NCDs) were used as the
nano-coreactant. This created a catalytic route for the ECL microscopy cell imaging strat-
egy. The catalytic route between Ru(bpy)3

2+ and NCDs extended the ECL emitting layer,
significantly improving the ECL signal intensity. This enhancement allowed for the vertical
resolution imaging of the cell membrane and the imaging of phosphatidylserine (PS) on
apoptotic cell membranes. These advancements expand the application of ECL in biological
analysis [102].

An interesting phenomenon that must be mentioned in single-cell ECL imaging is the
observation of the ECL photobleaching by Sojic’s group. Due to the weak luminescence
from the ECL probe, it is not easy to observe ECL photobleaching. However, after the
photobleaching through sequential stepwise illumination, a linear correlation between
ECL reduction and PL loss was recorded in Ru(bpy)3

2+ derivatives labeled on the cellular
membrane. These losses should be attributed to the photobleaching of the labels, which
provide valuable information on the fundamentals of the ECL excited state. In the future,
combining ECL microscopy with photobleaching techniques will provide new methods
similar to fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) or fluorescence loss in photo-
bleaching (FLIP) methods, which can provide kinetic information about protein movement
at the cellular membrane [103].

3.3. ECL Imaging of Intracellular Molecules

In the past ten years, most of the focus in single-cell ECL imaging has been on the
visualization of biomolecules at the cellular membrane, as the ECL reaction can occur at the
electrode surface. However, there has been a recent breakthrough in nanoelectrochemistry
that allows for intracellular biomolecule analysis, providing more information about the
cellular activity. Therefore, many groups are devoted to addressing the challenges in
intracellular ECL imaging. In our early work, we fabricated a luminol-gold composite
microelectrode that was inserted into the cell to react with intracellular hydrogen peroxide
for visualization [104]. Later on, we decorated a Pt deposit on the inside walls of a
nanopipette tip to create an open bipolar ECL device. Once positioned inside the cell,
the porous structure of the Pt deposit allows for electrochemical loading of intracellular
molecules. Coupled with enzymatic reactions and subsequent ECL reaction, we can
visualize intracellular concentrations of hydrogen peroxide or glucose, as well as the
intracellular sphingomyelinase activity [105].
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Table 2. Electrochemiluminescence detection and imaging of biomolecules at single cells.

Single-Cell ECL Method Category Luminophore Cell Type Target References

ECL Measurement

small molecules Luminol Raw264.7 Cholesterol [43]

macromolecule
ZnCQDs MCF-7,

MDA-MB-231 CD44 [45]

Au@Cu-PbCQD MCF-7 CD44 [46]

ECL Imaging

small molecules

L-012 Hela Cholesterol [70,77]
(Ru(bpy)3

2+ PC12 Dopamine [71,72]
Pdots PC12 Dopamine [78]
L-012 MCF-7, Hela H2O2 [73–75]
L-012 HMSC-BM, MCF-7 O2 [76]

membrane proteins

(Ru(bpy)3
2+ CHO-K1 EGFR [83]

(Ru(bpy)3
2+ L-02, MCF-7 CK19 [85]

(Ru(bpy)3
2+ MCF-7 EpCAM [86]

(Ru(bpy)3
2+ Hela, Ramos,

CCRF-CEM PTK7 [87]

(Ru(bpy)3
2+ MCF-7 CEA [89]

L-012 MCF-7 CEA [91]
TEA-Pdots SK-BR-3 HER2 [90]

L-012 MCF-7 EGFR, PS [97]
(Ru(bpy)3

2+ apoptotic PS [98]

intracellular
molecules

Luminol Hela H2O2 [100]
L-012 Hela Glucose, H2O2 [101]

Luminol Hela miRNA-21 [102]
L-012 MCF-7 KDM1/LSD1 [104]
L-012 Hela Glucose [105]

Additionally, Zhang’s group established a new ECL imaging technique for the parallel
imaging of miRNA-21 in single cancer cells using a Phorbol-12-myristate-13-acetate (PMA)-
loaded gold nanocage as a probe. In the cell, the PMA-supported gold nanocages (Au NCs)
are sealed by DNA gates and recognized and opened by miRNA-21. PMA is then released,
and HeLa cells are further induced to produce reactive oxygen species (ROS), enabling ECL
imaging of miRNA-21 within a single HeLa cell [106]. Although this work can visualize
the biomolecules inside the cell, the nanoelectrode-based measurement can only provide
a visualized image of local information. Imaging the spatial distribution of biomolecules
inside the whole cell remains a goal in this field.

In 2021, Zhu’s group reported a bio-coreactant-enhanced ECL microscopy to realize
the ECL imaging of intracellular structures and dynamic transport [107]. The key design
in this strategy is to utilize the electrochemical oxidation of Ru(bpy)3

2+ into Ru(bpy)3
3+

at the electrode surface, which enters into the cell to react with intracellular biomolecules
with reductive amine moieties, resulting in ECL emission. Consequently, intracellular
structures and autophagy involving DNA oxidative damage are imaged using the ECL
image for the first time. This strategy effectively employs Ru(bpy)3

3+ as the molecular
antenna, connecting extracellular and intracellular environments and providing a solution
for single-cell ECL imaging of intracellular structures and molecules. To further develop
intracellular ECL imaging, our group immobilized the cell into agarose hydrogel and
loaded antibody-modified single-walled carbon nanotubes into the cells to recognize the
corresponding antigen (e.g., KDM1/LSD1 antigen). Typically, an order of tens of kilovolts
should be applied to induce the ECL reaction at the nanotube, which is not easily achievable.
However, thanks to the confined voltage drop in the micropores of the gel, a low electric
field of 1000 V/cm was observed to electrochemically oxidize L012 at one end of the
nanotube, resulting in ECL emission. The significant decrease in the applied voltage enables
the observation of distinct ECL emission at the nucleus inside a single cell, reflecting the
distribution and amount of intracellular KDM1/LSD1 antigen [108] (Figure 4a). As this
early work progresses, further advancements in intracellular ECL imaging are expected in
the near future.
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Besides the acquisition of the spatial distribution of intracellular molecules, high-
throughput analysis of these molecules at the single-cell level is also important. Following
the previous protocol for the high-throughput ECL analysis of membrane molecules in
single cells, the measurement of intracellular molecules only requires the introduction of
Triton X-100 to disrupt the cellular membrane inside the microwells. For instance, our
group exposed the cells in the microwells to the physiological buffer with glucose oxidase
and Triton X-100. Triton X-100 breaks down the cell membrane, releasing glucose, which
reacts with glucose oxidase to produce hydrogen peroxide for ECL detection (Figure 4b).
By collecting the ECL intensities at the microwells in the image, the concentration of
intracellular glucose in single cells was determined, revealing the high heterogeneity of
glucose in cells [109]. The same protocol is also applied to measure intracellular cholesterol
ester, and the obtained information is crucial for understanding cholesterol trafficking at
the single-cell level.

4. Summary and Outlook

Over the past twenty years, single-cell ECL analysis has emerged as a rapidly devel-
oping field for determining various molecules at the plasma membrane and inside the
cytosol. It has been widely applied in research areas such as cell heterogeneity, disease
mechanisms, immunology, and drug response. This technology has brought significant
breakthroughs to biomedical research and clinical practice [110–116]. The features of sur-
face confinement, near-zero background, and high sensitivity enable this tool to provide
valuable information that is not easily resolved by classic fluorescence microscopy. Despite
the tremendous achievement in this field, single-cell ECL measurement and imaging still
face some challenges that need to be addressed before their full application in biological
and clinic studies. First, the spatial resolution in the image needs to be further improved.
Super-resolution fluorescence microscopy has overcome optical diffraction and can provide
a spatial resolution down to 20 nm. However, due to the poor luminescence efficiency from
the ECL tag, it is difficult to acquire sufficient protons from one ECL molecule. Therefore,
the current spatial resolution of a single-cell ECL image is still at the submicron level. The
incorporation of super-resolution radial fluctuation (SRRF) algorithms has pushed the
resolution down to 100 nm but is still limited in characterizing the electrocatalytic activity
at single particles [107,108]. Further development of this super-resolution ECL microscopy
is the most urgent direction in single-cell imaging. Second, the temporal resolution of ECL
imaging should be improved. As a low-light-emission process, the exposure time for captur-
ing one ECL image of a single cell requires at least a few hundred milliseconds, which may
not satisfy the requirements for fast tracking of bioprocesses. Some early work has been
conducted to increase the ECL intensity and shorten the exposure time through the usage of
new conductive materials [117–121]. More principles and strategies should be established
to achieve high-temporal-resolution single-cell ECL imaging. Moreover, obtaining new
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ECL reagents with high ECL efficiency, creating a more biocompatible environment to
maximize cellular activity, and enabling multivariate assays on more biomolecules within a
single cell are also important directions for the development of single-cell ECL imaging.

In summary, single-cell ECL analysis has become a research hotspot in the field
of chemistry and bioelectrochemistry and has attracted wide attention from biomedical
researchers. Compared to fluorescence methods, ECL single-cell analysis is still in its early
stages and faces numerous challenges that need to be addressed. With the continuous
application and development of new reagents, mechanisms, equipment, and research
strategies, this field should be grown into a broad research prospect [122–124]. We believe
that further innovations in ECL measurements will help enable spatiotemporal resolution
and high-throughput analysis of single cells, allowing us to gain a deeper understanding
of cell behavior and function.
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